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THE DATE OF 'LOVE'S LABOUR'S LOST..' 

II. THE RUSSIAN MASQUERADE. 

APPARENTLY the Muscovite masque is a piece of extraneous amuse- 
ment without immediate regard to the main play. Consequently its 
casual introduction has been accounted for by imagining that it owed 
its occurrence to some historic circumstance or other which gave it 

topical point. Sir Sidney Lee has suggested that it owes its introduc- 
tion to a Russian mission to Queen Elizabeth in 1583 to seek a wife in 
her court for Ivan the 'rerrible. But the suggestion does not carry 
conviction. The parallel is much too slight and the reference too remote 
in time. We suggest, however, that other events explain the introduc- 
tion of the masque. 

Hakluyt shows us that the years 1590-1592 were very remarkable 
for the special interest then taken in Russian affairs; not only were 
the English and Russian governments in close communication, but the 

English court, indeed Elizabeth herself, was involved in 1591 in a dis- 

pute with the Czar, and moreover, in a dispute which, we believe, lends 
itself especially to the underlying theme of L. L. L. Moreover, this 
interest in Russia was explicitly represented by the publication in 1591 
of Giles Fletcher's Of the Russe Commonwealth, with which book, as we 
shall see, Shakespeare has been thought to have had some acquaintance. 

Hakluyt's documents show that in 1590-1592, there was much 

diplomatic traffic between England and Russia, mainly concerning trade 

problems. English merchants protested strongly against the hindrances 
and taxes to which the Russians submitted them; one Antony Marsh 
had been seized; the money of one Wm. Turnbull, deceased, was wanted 

by English creditors and was kept back by the Russians; Elizabeth's 

envoy, Jerome Horsey2, had proved himself persona non grata at the 
Russian court, etc., etc. So Hakluyt gives us the diplomatic correspon- 
dence: Boris Pheodorowich writes to Burghley (1590); Elizabeth writes 

1 Continued from p. 266. 
2 In II, i, 22 'A message well sympathised; a horse to be ambassador for an ass,' the 

horse is most unaccountably dragged into the wit. Commentators generally note the 
unintelligible introduction-and confess their inability to see the application. I suggest 
that Jerome Horsey has something to do with it-but am unable to carry the suggestion 
further. 
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388 The Date of ' Love's Labour's Lost' 

to the Czar and also to Pheodorowich (1591); Burghley writes to Pheo- 
dorowich (1591); the Czar writes to Elizabeth (1592); Pheodorowich 
writes to her and also to Burghley (1592). Russian affairs were clearly 
then of some public moment. Moreover, the English regarded them- 
selves as offended, and therefore free to make fun of the obnoxious 
Muscovite. Further still, one element of the dispute affected the Queen 
herself, and at the same time revealed a ludicrous characteristic of 
Russian official life, a love of verbal pomposity, which is, so to speak, 
the official counterpart of those literary affectations which are the main 
theme of the play. 

The Russian Emperor, Fletcher informs us, had inordinate pride in 
the pompous style of his title. Everyone having audience or writing 
to him, must address him: 

Theodore Ivanowich, by the grace of God great Lord and Emperour of all Russia, 
great Duke of Volodomer, Mosco, and Novogrod, King of Cazan, King of Astracan, 
Lord of Plesco, andgreat Duke of Smolensco, of Twerrio, Joughoria, Permia, Vadska, 
Bulghoria, and others, Lord and great Duke of Novogrod of the Low countrey, of 
Chernigo, Rezan, Polotskoy, Rostove, Yaruslavely, Bealozera, Liefland, Oudoria, 
Obdorca, and Condensa, Commander of all Liberia, and of the. North parts, and Lord 
of many other Countries, &c. (Russe Commonwealth, p. 235 in Hakluyt, vol. iv, 1886). 
And Fletcher goes on: 

My selfe when I had audience of the Emperour, thought good to salute him only 
with thus much, viz. Emperour of all Russia, great Duke of Volodomer. Mosco, and 
Novogrod, King of Cazan, King of Astracan. The rest I omitted of purpose, because I 
knew they gloried, to have their stile appeare to be of a larger volume then the Queenes 
of England. But this was taken in so ill part, that the Chancelour...with a loude 
chafing voice, called still upon me to say out the rest. Whereto I answered, that 
the Emperors stile was very long, and could not so well be remembered by strangers, 
that I had repeated so much of it, as might shew that I gave honour to the rest, &c. 
But all would not serve till I commanded my interpreter to say it all out. 

And precisely in 1591, Queen Elizabeth herself had to apologise for a 
similar offence to the pompous Emperor, which she did with fine satire 
in the following letter: 

Elizabeth by the grace of God Queene of England, France, and Ireland, defender 
of the faith, &c. to the right high, mighty and right noble prince Theodore 
Ivanovich, great Lord, King, and great Duke of all Russia, Volodemer, Mosco, 
Novogrod, King of Cazan, and Astracan, Lord of Vobsko, and great Duke of Smo- 
lensko, Otver, Vghory, Perme, Viatski, Bolgory, and other places: Lord and great 
Duke of Novogrod in the low countrey, of Chernigo, Rezan, Polotsky, Rostove, Yera- 
slave, Bealozero, and Lifland, of Oudorsky, Obdorsky, Condinsky, and commander 
of all Iversky, Grisinsky, Emperor of Kabardinsky, and of the country of Charkasky, 
and of the country of Gorsky, and Lord of many other countreys, our most deare 
and loving Brother, greeting....As touching your Majesties conceit of the brevitie 
which we used in the setting downe of your Majesties stile and titles of honour: as 
nothing is further from us, then to abridge so great and mighty a Prince of the honour 
due unto him...so shall we need no further nor surer argument to cleare us of the 
suspicion of the detracting from your Majesty any part of your just and princely 
honor and greatnesse, then the consideration of our owne stile, which is thus con- 
tracted, videlicet, Elizabeth by the grace of God Queene of England, France, and 
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H. B. CHARLTON 

Ireland, defender of the faith, &c. which kingdomes and dominions of ours are 
expressed by these generall words, videlicet, England, France, and Ireland: in every 
of which thbre are severall prihcipalities, dukedomes, earledomes, provinces and 
countreys: .which being severally expressed would enlarge much our stile, and 
make it of great length: which by our progenitours hath not bene used: notwith- 
standing, we thinke it no dishonour to us, compendiously to abridge the same in all 
our writings and letters written to what Prince, King, or Potentate soever. Where- 
upon we inferre, that holding your Majesties generall stile, we offer your Highnesse 
no dishonour in not expressing all the particular provinces: albeit we can willingly 
content our selfe, upon the knowledge of your usages and customes, to observe that 
course, which your selfe shall thinke most honourable...From our royall Palace of 
Whitehall the 14 of January, anno Domini, 1591. 

Undoubtedly these circumstances became common knowledge-it 
could hardly be otherwise at a time when people were so much interested 
in Russia, and moreover, by 1598 Hakluyt had acquired the original 
documents of the correspondence. They would account for a desire to 

quiz the Muscovite: and moreover, in a play which had a main eye on 
the court, they would give special relish, and to some extent, dramatic 

propriety, to a masquerade in which the spruce affectations of the King, 
Biron, etc. for the moment took on a Muscovite garb, to be even more 

ludicrously put to shame. So it seems to us that in 1591-2 the Russian 

masque has a special point, and moreover the only sort of point which 
makes it something more than a piece of extraneous and elementary 
fooling. 

III. CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL ALLUSIONS. 

(a) The dancing horse (I, ii, 51). As this horse was skilled in 
arithmetic, it has been taken by all editors to refer to the celebrated 
Marocco. Despite confusions in the mass of literature devoted to this 
prodigy, it is clear that there is no record of its performances before 1591. 

(b) The fantastical Monarcho (Iv, i, 97). As this person was dead 
in 1580, the mere survival of his memory will help us little. 

(c) The plague (v, ii, 419 etc.). The years 1592-1593 mark one of 
the severest visitations of the plague in the whole of Elizabeth's reign. 
It had started its ravages in August 1592; in September it caused great 
concern, the theatres were closed till December 29th, the law terms were 
removed from town both in 1592 and in 1593; it attained its severest 
violence in June and July 1593, and although it still raged in the fol- 

lowing winter, it fell off in the early months of 1594. Most editors of 
L. L. L. do not regard the allusions in question as referring to this out- 
break, because their preconceived notion of 1590 as the date of the play 
prevents their doing so. But we have two very strong reasons for 
thinking that such is the reference. (i) 'There is reason to think that 
the plague was almost or altogether absent from London for the...nine 
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The Date of ' Love's Labour's Lost' 

years [1583-1592] ': and 1582 is too remote for casual topical allusions. 

(ii) As Hart has pointed out, the particular terms of one of the refer- 
ences-The Lord have mercy on us-seems to put the question beyond 
doubt. The phrase occurs three times in those writings of Nashe which 
were written during 1592-1593, and as Dr McKerrow, by omitting to 
make a note on it, seems to be doubtful of the reference, the question 
will bear fuller treatment. Hart's references to Dekker make it clear 
that the phrase was used as some sort of inscription in connection with 
the plague, and his quotation from R(oger) S(harpe)'s More Fools Yet 

(1610)- 
A doore belonging to a house infected, 
Whereon was plac'd (as tis the custom still) 
The Lord have mercy on us: this sad bill 
The sot perus'd- 

specifies the use clearly. He finds the phrase twice in Nashe's writings 
of the plague years, but can discover no earlier reference: he therefore 
assumes that the inscription is to be associated with the 1592-1593 out- 
break. We find in Summer's Last Will [McKerrow, vol. III, p. 283] 
written prrL bAly in the autumn of 1592: 

The plague full swift goes bye; I am sick, I must dye: 
Lord, have mercy on us; 

and in The Unfortunate Traveller [ibid. vol. 1I, p. 268] written probably 
in 1593: 

Whilest I was in Rome...So it fel out that it being a vehement hot summer...there 
entered such a hotspurd plague...it was but a word and a blowe, Lord have mercie 
upon us, and he was gone. 

It may be objected to the first of these that the phrase is the refrain 
of a 'doleful ditty' which is only specifically associated with the plague 
in this stanza: but as the plague was the cause of the majority of 
deaths, a specific prayer associated with it might easily serve as applicable 
to death generally; moreover it would seem that this specific invocation 
is preferably explained by the suggestion of a topical occasion: the one 
we should expect to arise out of normal scriptural and liturgical sugges- 
tion is the one we actually get as refrain to a later song of the same 

play: 'From winter, plague, and pestilence, good Lord, deliver us' (ibid. 
p. 292). At all events, it seems to us that Hart's two references settle 
the question. And we have confirmatory evidence to offer. In the one 
book of Nashe's which is really concerned with the plague, Christ's 
Teares, 1593, we find the phrase in a somewhat exceptional forml: 

At this instant is a generall plague disperst throughout our Land. No voyce is 
hearde in our streetes, but that of Jeremy...etc. 

1 Creighton, A History of Epidemics in Britain, p. 345. 
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He goes on to quote from Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Matthew: then, we 
read: 

With the two blinde men that satte by the High-way side when Christ came 
from Jericho, we have cryed a long time, Lord, have mercy upon us, Lord, have mercy 
upon us, 0 Sonne of David, have mercie upon us (ibid. vol. II, p. 157). 

As Dr McKerrow points out, Nashe is often inexact in his Biblical 

quotations and it is not easy to determine which version he quotes from. 
In this instance however, one notes that Nashe gives the wrong refer- 
ence (Matth. xxi, 19 for xxi, 30), and that he twice repeats the phrase at 
issue, as if it arose spontaneously to the occasion. We agree, then, with 
Hart that the phrase bears an explicit reference to a plague custom, and 
as we also have been unable to trace it in earlier visitations, we agree 
also that it refers to the 1592-3 outbreak. 

But Hart is tied to 1590 as the date of the play: he therefore sup- 
poses these references to have been added in a revision of the play about 
1594. We cannot accept the inference. The allusions lend themselves 

easily to the date for which we are arguing: and there are specific 
reasons in addition against Hart's supposition. There is not a jot of 
evidence in favour of a revision in 1593-94: on the contrary, as we shall 

see, there is much against it. Further we suggest that allusions such as 
we have them in the play would be out of place in 1593-4. The plague 
broke out in the summer of 1592: it killed 2000 people before the end 
of the winter and attained its greatest intensity in the summer of 1593: 
in that year there were some 15,000 deaths from it 'in and about 
London.' Shakespeare's allusions to it are jocular; Nashe's are earnest, 
and, if there is any which has a tinge of levity in its setting, it is the 
1592 one. Indeed the unprecedented mortality of 1593 would take the 

edge off any casually frolicsome reference to the terrible scourge in 1593 
and in 1594: and we should imagine that such a reference could only 
have been inserted just after the plague started-sometime in the early 
autumn of 1592'. 

(d) The Hunting scene (Iv, i, iv, ii, 1-57). Hart observes that 

Shakespeare seems to be reproving a particularly unsportsman-like sort 
of murder, which does not allow the deer 'fair law.' We may well 

imagine that Shakespeare the countryman would feel the nauseousness 

1 Amongst these allusions to contemporary incidents in the life of the Elizabethan, 
one may note that a specific dance, 'the canaries,' is mentioned in L. L. L.: the first 
definitely datable reference to it in England is in Nashe's Pierce Pennilesse (McKerrow, i, 
173) 1592. The possibility thatht e dance may have been newly introduced in 1592 is to 
some extent strengthened by the association of it in Nashe with the proud finical Mistress 
Minx, the merchant's wife. At all events we do not hear of the dance before 1592, unless 
L. L L. is before that date. 
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392 The Date of 'Love's Labour's Lost' 

of the courtly fashion of hunting. In 1591 Thomas Scarlet printed The 
Queen's Entertainment at Cowdray [in 1591] and gave a sickening 
picture of the royal sport: 

Mundaie, August 17...her Highnes [had]...a crossebowe delivered to her hands 
to shoote at the deere, about some thirtie in number, put into a paddocke, of which 
number she killed three or four, and the countess of Kildare one. 

Further still (also noted by Hart) Frederick, Duke of Wurtemberg, 
was sumptuously entertained at Windsor in 1592 with the same revelry 
in mere slaughter. The Princess's remarks in L. L. L. would gain special 
point by supposing them to have been uttered in 1592 when the Cowdray 
'sport' was published to the world and when a royal personage was being 
treated, or had just been treated, to the same amusement. It may be 
objected that Shakespeare would hardly attack a form of 'sport' just at 
the time when the court was countenancing it. But in this very play, 
he does not hesitate to mock other affectations of the court. 

Furnivall (and Hart) regard these hunting incidents as insertions 
when the play was revised-and once more, for no tangible reason except 
the pre-conception that the first draft was as early as 1590. But we 

regard them as clearly of the first draft. In the first place, if Shakespeare 
is protesting against the court usage, we may imagine that his sense of 
the nauseousness of the indiscriminate slaughter would be stronger, the 
nearer the incidents were to his Stratford days. And secondly, we regard 
the insertion of the hunting incidents-apparently so casual-as occa- 
sioned by the choice of Navarre as hero, and therefore inserted as soon 
as that choice was made, i.e. after the writing of the first few scenes. 
Navarre was a keen huntsman: he was often reproached for neglecting 
state affairs through his fondness for the sport: at least that is what we 

gather from his celebrated saying to Sir Ralph Winwood-' Some say 
I am a hunter, others that I make love, but I wake when they sleepe'l. 
As we have seen, Elizabeth, on one occasion during the war, sent him 
her hunting trophies as a present. 

IV. ALLUSIONS TO BOOKS. 

There are in L. L. L. only three unmistakable references to other 
books, as distinct from echoes of stylistic peculiarities, although by its 

very nature we should expect it to contain many. Only one of these 
references allows a decisive inference as to the limits of the date of the 

play, although there is one,feature in common in the other two refer- 

ences, which, in our opinion, makes them equally convincing. 
1 Memorials of State, vol. iv, p. 409 (quoted by Black). 
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(a) As we have mentioned, 'The first and second cause' (I, ii, 183) 
is undoubtedly an allusion to Sir William Segar's(?) Booke of Honor 
and Armes (1590). Hence the play is not before 1590. 

(b) Holofernes' Italian proverb Venetia, Venetia, Chi non, etc. is to 
be found in Florio's First Fruites 1578. Costard's parody of the arms of 
Alexander 'Your lion, that holds his poll-axe sitting on a close-stool' 

(v, ii, 577 etc.) refers to the mythical heraldry of Legh's Accedens of 
Arimorye, first published in 1562. But both these books had been 

brought before the public eye once more by a re-publication in 1591. It 
seems reasonable to suppose that the new issues had caught Shakespeare's 
eye. The particular nature of his reference to Legh would seem to 
confirm this. We know that the book was very popular and reached its 
sixth (or seventh) edition in 1612. But Shakespeare does not, so far as 
we can trace, show any knowledge of it except in this passage, although 
he frequently displays his heraldic interests. He was at all events not 
familiar with the book. But the reference in this play is not a merely 
casual nor a vague one: it gives a point to point parody of one detail. 
It would seem that at the moment Shakespeare had the book under his 

eyes. We may suppose, then, that some circumstance had made the book 
of easy access to him for the moment and for the moment only. And 
that circumstance was probably the publication of the 1591 edition and 
the consequent display of it by the stationers. Of course, any chance 

may have thrown an older edition under his eyes at any moment; but 
the chain of circumstance which mhkes it likely that the particular chance 
was the publication of the 1591 edition seems strengthened by the fact 
that, so far as we have been able to trace, the last previous edition of 

Legh had appeared as far back as 1576. 
It seems, then, that these references give us not before 1591 as the 

date of the play. 
(c) Sir Sidney Lee, in the article frequently alluded to in this 

paper, suggested that Fletcher's book Of the Russe Commonwealth (1591) 
prompted Shakespeare to the introduction of his Russian masquerade: 
although, of course, we must again add that to accommodate circum- 
stances with the notion of 1590 as the date of the play, Sir Sidney 
thought that Shakespeare could only have seen the book in MS. He al- 

leged two passages in which Shakespeare seemed to be echoing Fletcher: 

(i) v, ii, 268, Rosaline's ' Well-liking wits they have; gross, gross, fat, fat'; and 
Fletcher's 'they are for the. most part of a large size and of very fleshly bodies, 
accounting it grace to be somewhat gross and burly.' 

(ii) v, ii, 206. Rosaline's reference to 'their rough carriage so ridiculous,' and 
Fletcher's 'for the most part they are unwieldy and inactive withal.' 
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The former of these alleged echoes, however, amounts to little. Rosaline 
describes the wit, Fletcher, the body. And moreover Russians were 

proverbially fat; Gascoigne tells Parker 

The Russie men are round of bodies, fully fac'd, 
The greatest part with bellies bigge that overhang the waste. 

The second, however, may have some weight, because the Russians had 
not a reputation for 'rough carriage'; on the contrary, Gascoigne re- 
marks that, despite their fatness, 'their gate is very brave.' 

V. VERBAL AND STYLISTIC ECHOES. 

Hart. has pointed out many instances where Shakespeare, appro- 
priately in a play of the literary nature of L. L. L., seems deliberately 
to echo verbal and stylistic peculiarities of Lodge's Rosalynde (1590), 
Sidney's Arcadia (printed 1590), and Puttenham's Arte of English 
Poesie (1589). Of course, if these echoes are accepted, an argument 
based on them cuts both ways, when it is not demonstrably certain which 
is the original, which the echo. But the fact that in the three authors 

quoted, the phrase is, so to speak, used bona fide, whilst in the play it 
has generally an implied satiric or burlesque tendency, would seem to 

justify our regarding the latter as the echo. Such echoes in a play acted 
on the public stage would have greater moment when the works echoed 
had had time to be generally known. Rosalyn:le and Arcadia would 

certainly be well known by 1592; and perhaps Puttenham's year's start 
would by then have allowed his less attractive book to catch them up 
in popularity. 

VI. POSSIBLE ALLUSIONS TO THLE HARVEY-NASHE QUARRELS. 

Hart has collected various odd words and phrases friom the play 
which in his opinion are best regarded as echoes of this quarrel. Circum- 
stances give an a priori likelihood to this possibility. The quarrel broke 
out in the autumn of 1592, Nashe's Pierce Pennilesse (probably between 

July and September 1592) taking up Greene's insufficient answer to 
Richard Harvey and giving 'an example of how he could rail.' G. 

Harvey's Four Letters (written September, probably published December 
1592) contain his reply to Nashe, who replied immediately (January 1593) 
with his Strange IVews. Harvey retaliated with Pierce's Supererogation 
dated April 27, 1593, but known only in an edition which has a pre- 
fatory letter dated July 16, 1593, stating that at that time Pierce's 
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Supererogation was almost printed: Dr McKerrow, however, thinks it 
was not published till October 1593. And so the quarrel grew hotter 
and hotter: it became the literary 'event' of 1593. Love's Labour's 
Lost is a topical play: one or more of its characters are typical pedants, 
in the pillory for their pedantry: moreover, the dramatist seems to be 

specially picking out personal peculiarities from the figures of his day. 
From the autumn of 1592 and through 1593 the most striking literary 
incident of the town was a quarrel in which one party was the most 
striking figure of literary Bohemia and the other a man universally 
regarded as the type of a pedant. It seems clear that if the play was 
written (or thoroughly revised) at the end of 1592 or in 1593-it would 
inevitably contain clear allusions to the Harvey-Nashe quarrel. 

Yet it does not do so. For the greater part Hart's suggested allu- 
sions seem merely ordinary coincidences. But one or two of his 
suggestions seem relevant. 

(a) In Iv, ii, 89 we have Of piercing a hogshead (or in its Q. and F. 
form Of persing a hogshead). The substance of the expression arises 

quite naturally out of the context. Person has led to the pun pers-on 
(i.e. pierce one): as 'piercing' was the technical term for broaching a cask, 
this suggests 'piercing him that is likest a hogshead': .but hogshead 
is a term applied to a blockhead, hence Costard's impudence must be 

parried. And Holofernes parries it by pretending to enjoy the wit of 
it, repeating the phrase and adding a patronising commendation-'a 

good lustre of conceit in a turf of earth ! fire enough for a flint, pearl 
enough for a swine ! tis pretty! it is well.' The sequence is so natural 
then, that we cannot believe, as Hart believes, that the passage was 
written to incorporate an extraneous allusion. Nevertheless Hart points 
out one oddity in the phrase which does need explanation. Holofernes 
does not simply say 'piercing a hogshead!': he says 'Of piercing a 
hogshead !' The of is strange and apparently out of place. The Cam- 
bridge editors accounted for the strangeness by suggesting that the of 
crept in from the speech allocation Holof: but that cannot be so; the 
speech allocation always takes the form of Holo. simply, and moreover, as 
Hart notes, in the Q. and F. this speech is wrongly allotted to Nathaniel. 
Hart accounts for the insertion by supposing it to be a deliberate device 
for drawing attention to the phrase; and we agree. He supposes that 
the phrase was so marked out because it had reference to a detail of the 
Harvey-Nashe quarrel. 'Nashe's Pierce Penilesse appeared in 1592. 
In Gabriel Harvey's reply to it, Pierce's Supererogation, 1592-3 [but see 
McKerrow's dating above] the following passage occurs: "She knew 

26 2 
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what she said that intituled Pierce the hoggeshead of witt, PeniIes the 

tosspot of eloquence...she it is that must brooch the barrell of thy 
frisking 'conceite...."' We are not quite convinced. But when we 
remember that after Pierce Penilesse had been published (autumn 1592), 
Pierce had been a constant reference in Harvey's Four Letters (December 
1592), Nashe's Strange News (January 1593) and Harvey's Pierce's 

Supererogation (? autumn 1593), we should expect that even as early as 
the spring of 1593, the occurrence of 'pierce' (the verb) would suggest 
the notorious Pierce and give occasion for an allusion. Moreover, Nashe's 

preface to Strange News in January 1593 starts off with a lengthy railing 
at Harvey for drunkenness: 'Small beere' is his special enemy, he is a 

'pottle-pot,' he 'falls a drinking to keep him from idlenesse' and so on 
until Nashe's very jests 'begin alreadie to smell of the caske, with talking 
so much of this liquid provinder.' So 'piercing a hogshead 'may very 
well have reminded men of the Harvey-Nashe quarrel either in the 

spring-of 1593 or, as Hart argued, in the autumn of 1593. But, as we have 
stated, we do not believe any such reference was originally intended. 

What seems to us the most satisfactory explanation of all the facts 
concerned is that the play was written before the quarrel was of any 
moment (as we have suggested, autumn 1592); at its performance- 
which in all likelihood was postponed owing to the closing of the theatres 

(September to December 1592), the phrase in question reminded the 
actors of the quarrel-as it might easily do, as we have seen, soon after 
January 1593, perhaps indeed before that, or, if we regard Hart's citation 
as necessary, at the latest in the autumn of 1593; so the actors saw the 

opportunity for a further topical allusion, and specially pointed it by the 
insertion of of. In that way the of would find its way-into the original 
MS. and into the Q. 

(b) Of Hart's other supposed 'echoes,' only two seem even plausi- 
ble: and these do not carry conviction. In Iv, ii, 95 Holofernes praises 
Mantuan and quotes the line Fauste precor etc. In the Four Letters, 
Harvey rails at Nashe's ' Grammar Schoole witte (for his margine is as 
deeplie learned as Fauste precor gelida) etc.'; and in Strange News, 
Nashe retaliates 'he...verdits Pierce Pennilesse for a Grammar School 
wit: saies his Margine is as deeplie learned as Fauste precor gellida' 
etc. The line was thus classified in a piquant fashion as a type of 

pedant learning; and it would be attractive to imagine that that gives 
point to its attachment to Holofernes. But Mantuan was a popular 
school-book; moreover, this line is the first line of the first eclogue: 
and hence it might well be chosen as a characteristic 'tag' in the 
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mouth of a schoolmaster. We have no reason whatever for thinking 
that Harvey's use of it occasioned Shakespeare's: Shalespeare used it 
for precisely the same reason as did Harvey-it was the easy sign of a 
schoolmaster's elementary learning. 

Again, the fooling with the l'envoy (III, i, 73 etc.) is thought by Hart 
to be a gird at Harvey's fondness for envoys: but 'the striking paral- 
lelism' between the themes of Harvey's envoy, 'Virtue, Fame, Wealth, 
and finally...the fourth A good tongue' and the fox, the ape and the 
humble bee, with the goose for 'the good tongue,' in Shakespeare's envoy 
seems to us the very ecstasy of criticism, although one would fain believe 
that when the play was written this apparently fatuous fooling had some 
salt which now escapes us. 

We think, then, that there is only one discoverable reference to the 

Harvey-Nashe quarrel in L. L. L.: that that reference was not originally 
intended: that in itself it is best explained as the addition of an actor 
(or of the dramatist, of course) just as the play was being staged: that 
the absence of other references confirms the supposition of the origin of 
this one: and that it implies that L. L. L. was written not later than the 
autumn of 1592. 

VII. STYLISTIC SIMILARITY WITH OTHER OF SHAKESPEARE'S PLAYS. 

Sarrazin (Shakespeare Jahrbuch, xxIx-xxxni) in his endeavours to 
establish 1593 as the date of the play on this type of evidence alone, 
gives an exhaustive list of more or less relevant parallels between the 

phraseology of L.L.L., Richard II, and Lucrece, with the implication that 
these must have been running through Shakespeare's mind at the same 
time. Whatever there may be of value in this' argument, would be as 
cogent for 1592 as for 1593. 

We have now been through all the material which we have to offer, 
or which has been offered by different editors in support of the particular 
dates they have suggested. We believe that our theory gives a harmony 
to all of it which has hitherto been lacking. Moreover, it should be 
pointed out that the evidence we have given, whether the conclusions 
drawn from it be accepted or not, has not to be weighed over against 
disturbing evidence of the same objective kind, because such does not 
exist. It seems to us, then, that if much of our evidence in detail is not 
absolutely convincing, but yet gives us a series of probabilities, that 
quality of it should cause it, in view of the absence of contradictory 
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evidence, to be tentatively accepted as a suitable hypothesis until it 
should be revised or confirmed by future discoveries. Further, as we 
have noted, the only arguments for a date before 1592 are purely aesthetic 
and thus entirely subjective, or metrical and thus partly subjective. 
We suggest that concrete metrical tests are not against 1592. In the 
first place, these tests in themselves merely suggest chronological 

sequence. not precise dates: and that sequence would be little disturbed 

by allotting L. L. L. to 1592. Moreover, just as special allowances in 

dealing with a play like A Ml1idsummer NVight's Dream have to be made 
in view of the nature of the play itself, before merely numerical results 
of metrical tests can become the basis of a chronological argument, so 

especially in L. L. L. The greater proportion of rhymes, etc. in M. N. D. 
would in itself establish a wrong position for the play in a chronological 
sequence, unless it were corrected by a consideration of the particular 
dramlatic qualities of the play. So the greater variety of verse-forms 
etc. in L. L. L., the main theme of which is a linguistic and stylistic 
one, has sufficient dramatic occasion to justify an accommodation of the 
numerical tests. 

There remains but one question. To what extent may any material 
we have used as date-evidence be rendered invalid by the likelihood of 
its insertion in the revision of the play ? In the course of this paper, 
where occasion seemed to require it, we have given reasons for supposing 
that several of the specific details referred to were not added during 
revision, but belonged to the original draft: for instance, the substitution 
of the French names, the plague references, and the hunting incidents. 
We believe that a general examination of the nature of the revision will 
lead us to suppose that very little indeed can have been added to the 

original draft. 
There is no doubt that the play was revised: we have the explicit 

evidence of the Q. title page and we have clear signs of the revision in 
the retention in the text of original and revised renditions of the same 
material. Editors have thus had free scope for liberal ascriptions to this 
revision. Sir Sidney Lee believed that the French names and a thorough 
reshaping of Biron's part were due to it: Furnivall ascribed the hunting 
incidents and others to it: and Spedding thought the play was almost 

entirely recast. 
These critics have assumed that the revision was not long before 

1598: but Hart assumes a revision with the addition of the plague 
references, the Russian masquerade, etc. in 1593-4. The Quarto title 

page 'As it was presented before her Highnes this last Christmas. 
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Newly corrected and augmented,' points to a revision immediately before 
the publication and for the express performance before the Queen'. 

Further we may take the only definite pieces of information about 
the revision contained in the play itself. They are, of course, mainly in 
Biron's speech in iv, iii, and in the revised Biron-Rosaline compact of 
Iv, ii. Biron's speech (iv, iii) is the one passage of the play which stands 
out in its import and poetry above the rest: it is the striking declama- 
tion and the speech above all others which would be chosen for touching 
up in a casual revision. The relatively disproportionate length of 
it, too, seems to mark it out as having received peculiar attention. 
From the duplicated parts of it we may easily see that the revision 
was mainly a matter of verbal rearrangement. Further, the revised 

compact of v, ii, offers similar evidence. The revision is small in bulk; 
but the revised portions are of an import which somewhat incongruously 
lifts the conception of the play from that of farce into the realm of 

philosophic comedy. They mark a comic idea Shakespeare was growing 
to in 1598, and which he expresses in his later comedies: but that idea 
is in the main alien from the whole spirit of L. L. L. 

These alterations, then, would lead us to think that Shakespeare 
touched up the play before its performance at Whitehall, but did so in 
a desultory fashion: he found the play of a type he had outgrown, and 

merely gave it the stamp of his widened genius by a few casual strokes 
here and there, leaving the bulk of it as something in its kind, excellent, 
but of a kind in which he had then little interest2. Only by assuming 
some such careless lack of concern can we account for his leaving the 

play in its gross formlessness. 
And finally, there is bibliographical evidence which seems completely 

to confirm the supposition of a very casual and careless revision. In all 

probability the Q. printer had Shakespeare's original MS.3 Yet in it the 
original passages of the revised portions were not even deleted: minor 
errors which even a moderately careful re-reading would have detected, 
go uncorrected. We would specially refer to the confusions in the speech- 
allocations of II, i, and to our explanation of them in nThe Library 

1 As we have seen, there was something to be gained by the insertion of the French 
names for a public audience in 1592: the dramatist would have gained few thanks, we 
imagine, for dragging in Navarre, etc. for the express delectation of Elizabeth either at 
Christmas 1597 or 1598 ! This gives us another argument against Lee's supposition that 
these names are to be ascribed to the revision. 

2 Cf. Tennyson's revisions of the poems of 1830 and 1833 in his edition of 1842: the 
1830 poems are printed practically without alteration-he had outgrown the type; but the 
1833 poems are practically re-written. 

See A. W. Pollard, Shakespeare and the Pirates and my paper in The Library, Oct. 
1917. 
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(October 1917). They imply that the printer's source was Shakespeare's 
original MS., and they imply that that MS. was very carelessly revised 

by the author. The explanation was written before we knew of the 

theory propounded by Mr Pollard in his Sandars Lectures. His con- 
clusions make it generally certain that the original MS., as the only 
existent good copy, went to the printers of the good Quartos: and our 

explanation of the confusions at issue would confirm this with respect to 
L. L. L. The printer of the 1598 Q. of L. L. L. had Shakespeare's original 
MS.: prior to publication, it was the only authentic copy of the play, 
and thus the copy on which the revision would be made; in fact, the 
existence of original and revised passages in the Q. make it certain that 
the MS. the printer had was the one on which the revisions were made. 
And it gives us clear proof on the best of all authorities, the authority 
of the MS. itself, that the revision of the play was very casual and very 
desultory indeed. 

We do not believe, then, that Shakespeare altered the play much in 
the revision of 1597-8: we are sure that all the revision which was done 
was done at that time. And as none of the evidence we have brought 
forward in our argument for 1592 as the date of the play could con- 

ceivably have suggested itself in that year, or alternatively, is of such 
nature that it could have been inserted in such a revision, we assume 
that all of it belongs to the original draft, and therefore is valid evidence 
for our argument that the play was written in 1592, and probably in 
the autumn of that year. 

H. B. CHARLTON. 

MANCHESTER. 
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